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　「楽」 means “joy” in Japanese. It could also mean 

comfortable, relaxing, or to “play music” . Without a 

doubt, you will enjoy everything it encompasses.

　The contents of this issue will cover seasonal 
delights  and meeting people in the san’ in 
region. We hope you can appreciate the foods of the 

San’ in region,  as wel l  as meet  many k ind and 

friendly locals.
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Matsue Kimono Rental
Horikawa Komachi
★Rental kimono/yukata

Matsue
City

Matsue
City

Kurayoshi
City

Tottori
City

Sakai-
minato
City

Yasugi
City 

→ ¥3,240¥4,320 

Akagawara Shop #6 
Kuwata Soy Sauce Brewery 
★with purchase over 1,000yen

5%off

Geocoms 
★for1h

→¥1,000¥2,000 

Saiundo Main Store 
★matcha set

100 yen discount
[￥540（tax included）…￥432（tax included）]

Maguro Ramen Honpo Taiyoken 
★Hon-maguro Ramen（Up to 4 persons）

→ ¥818¥918 
★Whole crab ramen（Up to 4 persons）

→ ¥1,196¥1,296 

Saginoyu-so
★Hot spring spa

→ ¥500¥700

※The lineup of facilities and content of 
　discounts is subject to change

Examples of facilities where the coupon is usable More and more facilities are joining the discount service!

Uradome Coast

””Trip Around the Islands”” 

Sightseeing Pleasure Boat 

Tottori Prefectual Flower Park 
Watanabe Museum of Art

Nima Sand Museum 
Adachi Museum Of ArtIzumo Museum 

of  Quilt Art 

Matsue Vogel Park Matue Castle&

Horikawa Sightseeing Boat Yuushien Garden  Tottori Nijisseiki Pear Museum

(Tottori 20th Century Pear Museum)

Bicycle rentals are also free with this pass!
Matsue Horikawa Loccal Beer Hall / Izumo Tourism Association

/ COCORETO Daikon Island  

4F 311 Suehiro-cho Yonago City, Tottori, 683-0043, Japan
Phone +81-859-21-1502 Fax +81-859-21-1524

FOR MORE
INFORMATION https://sanin-japan.com/San'in Tourism Organization

1-day Pass
for 24h

¥2,000
¥1,000

Price ¥4,000Price

Child(6-11years old) ¥2,000Child(6-11years old)

3-day Pass
for 72h

Download the application
Free coupon, map of San'in Region, route search service, 

and information on tourist facilities available

Lower 
price!

Visit San'in Tourist PassVisit San'in Tourist Pass

46 facilities and more!

http://visit-touristpass.jp/sanin/For
details

※Available for purchase at each outlet
For information about the outlets and the tourist facilities, please visit the webpage: http://visit-touristpass.jp/sanin/

Download "San'in Tourist Pass " through the app  and enjoy convenient journey at lower prices!

More and more facilities are joining the discount service! For the latest information, please visit the webpage: 
http://visit-touristpass.jp/sanin/ For purchase and inquires：JTB Corp.  sanin@jga.co.jp（It may take time to respond to the inquiries） As of December 15, 2018

When you purchase Attraction Pass, 
you can enter the following 

paid tourist facilities.

you can enter as many tourist  
facilities as you want 

in San'in Region (Tottori and Shimane)!!

Buy Attraction Pass through the app 
"Visit San'in Tourist Pass," and 

Choose and 
purchase 

Attraction Pass!!



楽
Takumi Kappo
たくみ割烹店

　TAKUMI KAPPO is a restaurant that serves quality and decadent Tottori wagyu beef in 
high shabu-shabu style.

　Shabu-shabu is well-known in Japanese cuisine, and at Takumi Kappo, the first 
restaurant to serve the dish, it  is called susugi-nabe  (r inse in pot) instead of 
shabu-shabu. Tottori wagyu cooked in a hot pot will simply melt in your mouth.

　We also recommend the Takumi Ozen set, which comes with six other local dishes 
that include fish, meat, and vegetables. The rice is served in an ohitsu, a traditional 
Japanese rice bucket. Here, you can enjoy ingredients from Tottori in various dishes 
which are prepared unpretentiously in order to highlight their natural flavors.

　Takumi Kappo is an establishment with a long history in the mingei art movement. 
Originating in the Taisho Era, it focused on bringing beauty to everyday, handmade 
objects. Shoya Yoshida from Tottori contributed largely to this movement by opening 
this shop as a “living art gallery” , actually serving food with these handmade crafts. 
The Tottori Folk Crafts Museum is just next door, making it a popular spot for overseas 
visitors to get a taste of Tottori.

�e Flagship of
Shabu Shabu

TOTTORI

SPECIAL GIFT
Overseas Visitors w/ this Pamphlet

1 Free Soft Drink!
*Paying customers only. *One per customer. *Show when ordering.

MAP p.15

Enjoy
　You can see remnants of an older Japan in the San’ in region, and there are many ways to take in the culture. 
Many who visit will want to fully experience everything San’ in has to offer. Thus, this issue not only covers 
daytime spots, but also introduces nighttime spots centered around the local food scene.

Takumi Kappo
住所：鳥取県鳥取市栄町652
Address: 652 Sakaemachi, Tottori City, Tottori Pref.
Hours: 11:30-14:30 (L.O.14:00), 17:00-22:00 (L.O.21:00)
Closed: Every 3rd Monday (open every day in August & December)
　　　　　　  0857-26-6355

Sobadokoro Tanakaya
　A soba restaurant in front of Izumo Taisha, a shrine known its god 
of marriage. I t  has served visi tors to the shrine at i ts gate for 
generations since 1972.
　 I zumo Soba is  known for  i t s  dark  co lor  due to  mi l l ing  the  
buckwheat with cuticles intact. The buckwheat is carefully milled 
with millstones, and culinary artisans will handmake the noodles to 
give it a rich flavor and texture.
　The broth used brings out the best flavors from the noodles and 
does not impede the fragrance of the soba. Using red-eye round 
herring and a locally produced soy sauce, a masterful balance is 
struck without any added sugar.
　Izumo is one of many soba spots in Japan, but it is particularly 
known fo r  i t s  war igo-soba ,  co ld  nood les  se rved  in  round  
lacquerware known as warigo, and its kamaage-soba, noodles 
served together with the water it’ s boiled in. The soba culture dates 
back to the early Edo Era, and you can enjoy soba with a touch of 
local flavor. They also serve a sweet dish known as enmusubi soba 
zenzai, a dish using buckwheat noodles, red beans, and mochi.

A Divine Experience —

Full-Bodied & Fragrant Buckwheat Noodles

IZUMO

SPECIAL GIFT

SPECIAL GIFT

Sobadokoro Tanakaya
住所：島根県出雲市大社町杵築東杵築東364
Address:364Taishacho Kizukihigashi, Izumo City, Shimane Pref.
Hours: 11:00-16:00 (or when soba is sold out)
Closed: Thursdays
URL: http://soba-tanakaya.jp/english.php
　　　　　　  0853-53-2351

*One per customer per visit.

Made with buckwheat flour and milk, 

Simple yet addictive!
The crispiness keeps you coming back for more!

One free age-soba !

English

*One per customer per visit

　A soba restaurant in the town of Okuizumo, home to the Yamata no 
Orochi legend as written in the Kojiki (Records of Ancient Matters) of 
Japan. Here, you can enjoy noodles made with a local ly grown 
buckwheat, Yokota Kosoba, which is very fragrant and tastes better 
with every bite.
　Their signature dish is Orochi Soba, a dish served with noodles 
topped with boiled buckwheat hulls and red kodaimai, or wild rice, 
made to resemble the eyes of the serpent Yamata no Orochi. The 
texture is both glutinous and bursting with character.
　The Kamaage-Warigo Nimai is another popular dish that allows you 
to taste both hot and chilled soba. It is served with a delicate broth 
made from bonito. The hot variant (kamaage) can be also be enjoyed 
without the raw egg.
　Both dishes are served with soba kaki, a cracker made from 
buckwheat flour, which goes splendidly with the anko made from 
stewed adzuki beans.
　There is a taiken dojo next door, where you can experience making 
soba noodles with English interpretation available. After making soba, 
you can enjoy eating the fruit of your labor.

OKU
IZUMO

Yamagata Soba
住所：島根県仁多郡奥出雲町大呂515
Address: 515 Oro, Okuizumo Town, Nita District, Shimane Pref.
Hours: 10:30-17:00   Closed: Wednesdays
Soba Making Experience: 
2,500 yen (tax incl.) per session (makes 5 servings). Single participants 
welcome. Max: 20 people. Time: 90 min (Soba Making & Meal)
　　　　　　  0854-52-1149

そば処 田中屋

Yamagata Soba
山県そば

MAP p.14

MAP p.14

Overseas Visitors w/ this Pamphlet

Overseas Visitors w/ this Pamphlet

have a Mini Soba Ice-Cream
on the house!

(deep fried)

Japanese Culture!

Car navigation system

Car navigation system

Car navigation system
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Boundless meld of liquor and cuisine!

Brewery & Restaurant
Bierhof Ganbarius

Brewery & Restaurant Bierhof Ganbarius
住所：鳥取県西伯郡伯耆町丸山1740-30
Address: 1740-30 Maruyama, Hōki Town, Saihaku District, Tottori Pref.
Hours: (Jan-Feb) Fri-Sun & Holidays: 11:00-21:00
          (Mar-Dec) Mon-Fri: 11:00-14:30, 17:30-22:00 ( ‘til 21:00 in winter)
          Sat-Sun & Holidays: 11:00-22:00 ( ‘til 21:00 in winter)
          *Last Order: 40 min before closing　
Closed: Mondays (or day after a holiday)
URL: http://g-beer.jp/gambarius/　

　A small brewery at the foot of Daisen National Park at an altitude of 300m. Daisen G 
Beer, a craft beer, is brewed in this environment with crisp air, clean water, and rich 
soil.

　The Daisen G Beer lineup is recognized worldwide for its flavor. The weizen leads 
the lineup and was named the best beer at the World Beer Awards in 2011. The pilsner 
took gold in the International Beer Cup in 2016.

　The best place to try Daisen G Beer is at Bierhof Ganbarius, a restaurant run 
alongside the brewery. A popular item is the G Beer Set, which includes the main 
lineup of the weizen, the pilsner, the mild pale ale, the dark stout, and a limited-edition 
beer. This allows customers to sample a flight of five beers.

　The ample food menu offers everything from local fish, meat, and vegetables, as 
well as genuine pizza and pasta. There’ s also a kids’ menu. Wine, sake, and shochu 
are also available, as there is a sake brewery right next door. They offer a shuttle 
course (at least 15 people) and an overnight course (at least 2 people).

HOUKI KOTOURA

SPECIAL GIFT

　A sushi-go-round that lets you order via a touch screen. The menu is available in 
English, Traditional & Simplified Chinese, Korean, Russian, and French.

　Sushi can be judged by how fresh it is. Tairyomaru is located next the famous 
Sakaiminato, known for its seafood harbor, which means you can enjoy fresh and 
decadent sushi at any time.

　The rice used is locally grown. Most ingredients are also stored at hyo-on, or just 
above  f reez ing  temperature ,  to  main ta in  the  bes t  f lavor  to  ex tenuate  the  
kinu-musume sushi rice, mixed with savory red vinegar. In other words, you can 
eat some of the best sushi here with fresh seafood and plump rice.

　There are over five types of tuna sushi. Or you can order combinations such as the 
maguro-zanmai (3 types of tuna), kai-zanmai (3 types of shellfish), or salmon-all to 
enjoy variations of sushi in one platter. There are also unique offerings available.

　You can even partake in nodoguro (blackthroat seaperch) and mizutako (pacific 
octopus), which are considered local delicacies.

　Payments systems are also state-of-the-art, so you can pay with any credit card or 
smartphone.

　The residents of Central Tottori regard gyukotsu ramen, made with broth from beef 
bones, as their soul food. This unique offering can be had at Shokuji Dokoro Kamitoku, 
a very popular spot in the town of Kotoura.

　This eatery has been open for more than 60 years, and it serves everything from 
ramen to set meals such as their karaage (fried chicken) set, fried shrimp set, 
katsu-don (cutlet on rice), and other items in an atmosphere reminiscent of an older 
Japan. The menu is not printed in English, but there is a magnificent food sample 
display which makes ordering easy.

　Japan adopted the culture of showing their menu via food samples since the Showa 
Era (1926-1989), but many restaurants in recent years have dropped the practice.

　The broth of beef bone ramen is clear, making it hard to imagine how rich and 
flavorful it really is. Beef bones help make the broth sweet, and it is very gentle on the 
palate. The more you have this ramen, the more you can’ t live without it.

　Some may already know this, but the proper way to eat noodles in Japan is to slurp 
while eating it. You don’ t have to worry about your manners because everybody does 
it!

　This etiquette is known as the true pleasure of eating in Japan. And when in Rome, 
or in this case Japan, do as the Japanese do. Give it a try, you might end up liking it.

　Kamitoku has expanded to Ginza in Tokyo and even Hawaii, providing people around 
the world the chance to try beef bone ramen.

　Daisen Black Cattle was rated as the best beef nationwide at the Wagyu Olympics of 
Japan in 2017, and you can enjoy this award-winning beef here at Daisen Kuroushi 
Kyoshotei.

　Daisen Black Cattle beef melts the moment it touches your lips, and your mouth is 
filled with its umami flavor. This umami and texture can be attributed to the uniform 
and smooth marbling in the meat. Each cow is raised in a stress-free environment, 
allowing you to enjoy beef that is not too greasy but refreshing.

　The producer is also the owner of the restaurant, making it possible to eat some of 
the best and rare cuts. Every course is popular with patrons, which include the Daisen 
Kuroushi Wagyu Course, the Premium Course, and the Champion Course.

　Each course contains the three main styles of Japanese cuisine, using grilled meats 
in sushi, shabu-shabu, and sukiyaki. You also get a salad made with locally grown 
vegetables and select dressing as well as oxtail soup.

　There are English menus available, as well as English speaking staff members. All 
courses can be enjoyed from one customer and up. Included in the MICHELIN Guide 
Kyoto, Osaka + Tottori 2019, it was rated “comfortable.”

YONAGO
SAKAI

MINATO

*Includes alcoholic beverages *One per customer per visit *Present this upon arrival or when ordering

*One set per pamphlet.

Kamitoku
住所：鳥取県東伯郡琴浦町赤碕1979
Address: 1979 Akasaki, Kotoura Town, Tohaku District, Tottori Pref.
Hours: 11:00-21:00 (L.O.20:30)
Closed: Mondays
URL: http://www.kamitokuramen.com/

Tairyomaru
住所：鳥取県境港市竹内団地280-1
Address: 280-1 Takenouchidanchi, Sakaiminato City, Tottori Pref.
Hours: 11:00-21:00 (L.O.20:30)　
Closed: Tuesdays
URL: http://tairyoumaru.com/en/
        http://tairyoumaru.com/zh-tw/
        http://tairyoumaru.com/ko/

Daisen Kuroushi Kyoshotei
住所：鳥取県米子市角盤町1-60-11
Address: 1-60-11 Kakubancho, Yonago City, Tottori Pref.
Hours: 11:00-14:30 (L.O.14:00)
           17:00-23:00 (L.O.22:00)　*Sat: Open for lunch only
Closed: Sundays
URL: http://www.kyoshotei.com/
　　　　　　  0859-30-2989

Daisen G Beer
Original sticker collection gift!

Complimentary Boxed Juice
 

English

EnglishEnglish KoreanTraditional
Chinese

SPECIAL GIFT SPECIAL GIFT

MAP p.15

MAP p.15

MAP p.15
MAP p.15

(Apple/Orange/Mixed/Other)

ブルワリーレストラン ビアホフ ガンバリウス

Tairyomaru
大漁丸

Daisen Kuroushi Kyoshotei
大山黒牛処　強小亭

Kamitoku
お食事処 香味徳

Overseas Visitors w/ this Pamphlet

Overseas Visitors w/ this Pamphlet
Overseas Visitors w/ this Pamphlet

1 Free Soft Drink!
for totals of ¥1,200 or more!

0859-39-8033

0859-45-0788

Car navigation system

Vol.03 2019 Spring Vol.03 2019 Spring
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enjoy variations of sushi in one platter. There are also unique offerings available.

　You can even partake in nodoguro (blackthroat seaperch) and mizutako (pacific 
octopus), which are considered local delicacies.

　Payments systems are also state-of-the-art, so you can pay with any credit card or 
smartphone.

　The residents of Central Tottori regard gyukotsu ramen, made with broth from beef 
bones, as their soul food. This unique offering can be had at Shokuji Dokoro Kamitoku, 
a very popular spot in the town of Kotoura.

　This eatery has been open for more than 60 years, and it serves everything from 
ramen to set meals such as their karaage (fried chicken) set, fried shrimp set, 
katsu-don (cutlet on rice), and other items in an atmosphere reminiscent of an older 
Japan. The menu is not printed in English, but there is a magnificent food sample 
display which makes ordering easy.

　Japan adopted the culture of showing their menu via food samples since the Showa 
Era (1926-1989), but many restaurants in recent years have dropped the practice.

　The broth of beef bone ramen is clear, making it hard to imagine how rich and 
flavorful it really is. Beef bones help make the broth sweet, and it is very gentle on the 
palate. The more you have this ramen, the more you can’ t live without it.

　Some may already know this, but the proper way to eat noodles in Japan is to slurp 
while eating it. You don’ t have to worry about your manners because everybody does 
it!

　This etiquette is known as the true pleasure of eating in Japan. And when in Rome, 
or in this case Japan, do as the Japanese do. Give it a try, you might end up liking it.

　Kamitoku has expanded to Ginza in Tokyo and even Hawaii, providing people around 
the world the chance to try beef bone ramen.

　Daisen Black Cattle was rated as the best beef nationwide at the Wagyu Olympics of 
Japan in 2017, and you can enjoy this award-winning beef here at Daisen Kuroushi 
Kyoshotei.

　Daisen Black Cattle beef melts the moment it touches your lips, and your mouth is 
filled with its umami flavor. This umami and texture can be attributed to the uniform 
and smooth marbling in the meat. Each cow is raised in a stress-free environment, 
allowing you to enjoy beef that is not too greasy but refreshing.

　The producer is also the owner of the restaurant, making it possible to eat some of 
the best and rare cuts. Every course is popular with patrons, which include the Daisen 
Kuroushi Wagyu Course, the Premium Course, and the Champion Course.

　Each course contains the three main styles of Japanese cuisine, using grilled meats 
in sushi, shabu-shabu, and sukiyaki. You also get a salad made with locally grown 
vegetables and select dressing as well as oxtail soup.

　There are English menus available, as well as English speaking staff members. All 
courses can be enjoyed from one customer and up. Included in the MICHELIN Guide 
Kyoto, Osaka + Tottori 2019, it was rated “comfortable.”

YONAGO
SAKAI

MINATO

*Includes alcoholic beverages *One per customer per visit *Present this upon arrival or when ordering

*One set per pamphlet.

Kamitoku
住所：鳥取県東伯郡琴浦町赤碕1979
Address: 1979 Akasaki, Kotoura Town, Tohaku District, Tottori Pref.
Hours: 11:00-21:00 (L.O.20:30)
Closed: Mondays
URL: http://www.kamitokuramen.com/

Tairyomaru
住所：鳥取県境港市竹内団地280-1
Address: 280-1 Takenouchidanchi, Sakaiminato City, Tottori Pref.
Hours: 11:00-21:00 (L.O.20:30)　
Closed: Tuesdays
URL: http://tairyoumaru.com/en/
        http://tairyoumaru.com/zh-tw/
        http://tairyoumaru.com/ko/

Daisen Kuroushi Kyoshotei
住所：鳥取県米子市角盤町1-60-11
Address: 1-60-11 Kakubancho, Yonago City, Tottori Pref.
Hours: 11:00-14:30 (L.O.14:00)
           17:00-23:00 (L.O.22:00)　*Sat: Open for lunch only
Closed: Sundays
URL: http://www.kyoshotei.com/
　　　　　　  0859-30-2989

Daisen G Beer
Original sticker collection gift!

Complimentary Boxed Juice
 

English

EnglishEnglish KoreanTraditional
Chinese

SPECIAL GIFT SPECIAL GIFT
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(Apple/Orange/Mixed/Other)

ブルワリーレストラン ビアホフ ガンバリウス

Tairyomaru
大漁丸

Daisen Kuroushi Kyoshotei
大山黒牛処　強小亭

Kamitoku
お食事処 香味徳
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1 Free Soft Drink!
for totals of ¥1,200 or more!

0859-39-8033

0859-45-0788

Car navigation system
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AL MAREIWAMI
(Tottori)

　Iwami Town in Tottori is proud to be home to the San’ in Coastal 
Geopark, recognized as a UNESCO Global Geopark. There are rugged 
rock formations made by the raging Sea of Japan, white sand beaches 
surrounded by cliffs, contrasting scenery with a lush pine tree, and 
crystal  c lear waters to add to the beauty.  AL MARE is an I tal ian 
restaurant where you can enjoy a nice view the Higashihama beach 
with your meal.

　It is also very accessible being right next to JR Higashihama Station 
on the Sanin Main Line. The glass wall allows you to see the sea from 
any table you’ re seated at. This is the best spot to enjoy genuine Italian 
in an expansive space.

　All ingredients are carefully selected and many foods from the sea 
are also used for their dishes and pastas, allowing you to enjoy the best 
of each season.

　There is also an assortment of sweets. You can try a wide variety 
with the Afternoon Tea Set. The sweets are on another level as they use 
superb ingredients and are made with the finest skill.

　The Shirakabe white walls of Kurayoshi in Central Tottori line 

the streets with an old cityscape that some call the Little Kyoto 

of San’ in. In this area reminiscent of days past is Machiya 

Seisuian. A machiya, or townhouse, is traditionally made from 

wood and used by merchants or craftsmen. At Seisuian, you 

can enjoy a meal in a townhouse built over a century ago.

　Seisuian is an established mochi shop, and they are known 

for their Mochi-Shabu. This dish is where you shabu-shabu 

thinly sliced pieces of mochi in a rich bonito broth before 

eat ing.  There are 12 f lavors of  mochi  inc luding shr imp, 

mugwort, sesame, yuzu, and more. They are presented in a 

way that resembles a twelve-layered ceremonial kimono. Sets 

also include vegetables, duck meatballs, chawanmushi  
(custard dish).

　The zenzai is also a popular item. It is a piece of mochi 

served in a sweet red bean soup. Eating here is sure to warm 

you up when you are feeling chilly.

Exquisite Italian Cuisine in San’ in

AL MARE
住所：鳥取県岩美郡岩美町陸上34
Address: 34 Kugami, Iwami Town, Iwami District, Tottori Pref.
Hours: [LUNCH] 11:30-14:00
           [CAFE] 14:00-17:00　*Closes at 16:00 in Jan-Feb
Closed: Wednesdays
URL: https://www.al-mare.jp/　
　　　　　　   0857-73-5055

Seisuian
住所：鳥取県倉吉市堺町1-876
Address: 1-876 Sakaemachi, Kurayoshi City, Tottori Pref.
Hours: [Lunch] 11:00-14:00, [Dinner] 17:30-21:00 (L.O.20:00)
Closed: Tuesdays
URL: http://seisuian.jp/

Superb Mochi-Shabu in a Townhouse

SPECIAL GIFT

One free welcome drink!
*Drink is selected by AL MARE

One free soft drink!
*One-time only

SPECIAL GIFT

Seisuian
町屋 清水庵

Overseas Visitors w/ this Pamphlet

Overseas Visitors w/ this Pamphlet
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Kasuien Minami (Tamatsukuri Onsen)
住所：島根県松江市玉湯町玉造温泉1218-8
Address: 1218-8 Tamatsukuri Onsen, Tamayu Town, 
              Matsue City, Shimane Pref.
URL: https://www.kasuien-minami.jp/english/ 
        https://www.kasuien-minami.jp/kr/
        https://www.kasuien-minami.jp/cn/

Car navigation system 0852-62-0331

Kasuitei (Kaike Onsen)
住所：鳥取県米子市皆生温泉4-19-10
Address: 4-19-10 Kaike Onsen, Yonago City, Tottori Pref.
URL: https://www.kaike-grandhotel.co.jp/foreign/kasuitei/en/
        https://www.kaike-grandhotel.co.jp/foreign/kasuitei/k/
        https://www.kaike-grandhotel.co.jp/foreign/kasuitei/c2/
　　　　　　  0859-33-0001
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Satisfying Crab & Hot Spring

Ryokan Ohashi (Misasa Onsen)
住所：鳥取県東伯郡三朝町三朝302-1
Address: 302-1 Misasa, Misasa Town, 
              Tohaku District, Tottori Pref.
URL: https://www.o-hashi.net/en/
　　　　　　  0858-43-0211

　You can enjoy various dishes at Kasuitei, including meaty crabs boiled, 
grilled, or raw based on your preference. The Sakaiminato Port is just a hop 
away, where they catch Matsuba snow crabs, so the seafood is guaranteed to 
be f resh.  The Kani  K iwami  P lan serves the h ighest  brand of  crab that  
Sakaiminato has to offer.

　There are other plans that include many local specialties besides crab, 
including but not limited to soft Tottori Wagyu beef, locally grown koshi-hikari 
rice, and squid from Sakiminato.

　They have guest rooms with private outdoor baths, allowing you to take in the 
breathtaking view of the Sea of Japan and rooms with beds. Unwind in the baths 
that use water from a privately-owned hot spring and contains skin beautifying 
components. The tourmaline bath has negative ions and far-infrared qualities, 
helping your mind and body to relax and recover from the stress of daily life.

　Kaike Onsen is a unique resort with hot springs within the Sea of Japan. 
Kasuitei is a Japanese-style inn with a great view of the sea and Mount Daisen, 
the tallest mountain in Chugoku region. Enjoy the great scenery, the great food, 
and the great baths here.

　At Kasuien Minami,  you can enjoy food 
prepared in various ways, included freshly 
caught crab either raw, grilled, or boiled. There 
are also plans that offer abalone steak or 
Shimane Wagyu steak.

　Tamatsukuri is considered the oldest hot 
spr ing in  Japan,  and the water  is  sa id  to  
beautify skin and improve health. There are 
Japanese-style guest rooms with a beautiful 
view of the garden as well as rooms with beds.

　This ryokan has more than 130 years of 
tradition with easy access to Matsue, Izumo 
Taisha, and the Iwami Silver Mine.

　At Ohashi, you can enjoy authentic Japanese 
meals prepared by the head chef ,  named a 
Modern Master by the national government. The 
food differs by the season, and is always made 
to be visually appealing.

　Ohashi was built to showcase the epitome of 
Japanese architecture in Misasa Onsen, the 
leading radium springs in the world. Designated 
as a registered tangible cultural property, they 
offer a unique and special experience.

　The hot springs have the best radium content 
and is said to improve your immune strength and 
natural healing ability. There are large shared 
baths as well as guest rooms with private baths.

YONAGO

MATSUE

SPECIAL GIFT

SPECIAL GIFT

*Crab Cuisine from Nov 12 ‘til Feb 28

*Meals differ based on plans

*Meals differ based on plans

English

English

Korean Chinese

Korean

English

Chinese
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MISASA

Kaike Onsen Bath Salt!
*Limited to staying guests　*May only be claimed once

Bath Salt “Ohashi no Moto”!
*Limited to staying guests　*May only be claimed once

Kasuitei (Kaike Onsen)
華水亭

Kasuien Minami (Tamatsukuri Onsen)
佳翠苑皆美

Ryokan Ohashi (Misasa Onsen)
旅館 大橋

アルマーレ
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　Iwami Town in Tottori is proud to be home to the San’ in Coastal 
Geopark, recognized as a UNESCO Global Geopark. There are rugged 
rock formations made by the raging Sea of Japan, white sand beaches 
surrounded by cliffs, contrasting scenery with a lush pine tree, and 
crystal  c lear waters to add to the beauty.  AL MARE is an I tal ian 
restaurant where you can enjoy a nice view the Higashihama beach 
with your meal.

　It is also very accessible being right next to JR Higashihama Station 
on the Sanin Main Line. The glass wall allows you to see the sea from 
any table you’ re seated at. This is the best spot to enjoy genuine Italian 
in an expansive space.

　All ingredients are carefully selected and many foods from the sea 
are also used for their dishes and pastas, allowing you to enjoy the best 
of each season.

　There is also an assortment of sweets. You can try a wide variety 
with the Afternoon Tea Set. The sweets are on another level as they use 
superb ingredients and are made with the finest skill.

　The Shirakabe white walls of Kurayoshi in Central Tottori line 

the streets with an old cityscape that some call the Little Kyoto 

of San’ in. In this area reminiscent of days past is Machiya 

Seisuian. A machiya, or townhouse, is traditionally made from 

wood and used by merchants or craftsmen. At Seisuian, you 

can enjoy a meal in a townhouse built over a century ago.

　Seisuian is an established mochi shop, and they are known 

for their Mochi-Shabu. This dish is where you shabu-shabu 

thinly sliced pieces of mochi in a rich bonito broth before 

eat ing.  There are 12 f lavors of  mochi  inc luding shr imp, 

mugwort, sesame, yuzu, and more. They are presented in a 

way that resembles a twelve-layered ceremonial kimono. Sets 

also include vegetables, duck meatballs, chawanmushi  
(custard dish).

　The zenzai is also a popular item. It is a piece of mochi 

served in a sweet red bean soup. Eating here is sure to warm 

you up when you are feeling chilly.

Exquisite Italian Cuisine in San’ in

AL MARE
住所：鳥取県岩美郡岩美町陸上34
Address: 34 Kugami, Iwami Town, Iwami District, Tottori Pref.
Hours: [LUNCH] 11:30-14:00
           [CAFE] 14:00-17:00　*Closes at 16:00 in Jan-Feb
Closed: Wednesdays
URL: https://www.al-mare.jp/　
　　　　　　   0857-73-5055

Seisuian
住所：鳥取県倉吉市堺町1-876
Address: 1-876 Sakaemachi, Kurayoshi City, Tottori Pref.
Hours: [Lunch] 11:00-14:00, [Dinner] 17:30-21:00 (L.O.20:00)
Closed: Tuesdays
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Superb Mochi-Shabu in a Townhouse
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One free welcome drink!
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One free soft drink!
*One-time only
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Kasuien Minami (Tamatsukuri Onsen)
住所：島根県松江市玉湯町玉造温泉1218-8
Address: 1218-8 Tamatsukuri Onsen, Tamayu Town, 
              Matsue City, Shimane Pref.
URL: https://www.kasuien-minami.jp/english/ 
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Kasuitei (Kaike Onsen)
住所：鳥取県米子市皆生温泉4-19-10
Address: 4-19-10 Kaike Onsen, Yonago City, Tottori Pref.
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住所：鳥取県東伯郡三朝町三朝302-1
Address: 302-1 Misasa, Misasa Town, 
              Tohaku District, Tottori Pref.
URL: https://www.o-hashi.net/en/
　　　　　　  0858-43-0211

　You can enjoy various dishes at Kasuitei, including meaty crabs boiled, 
grilled, or raw based on your preference. The Sakaiminato Port is just a hop 
away, where they catch Matsuba snow crabs, so the seafood is guaranteed to 
be f resh.  The Kani  K iwami  P lan serves the h ighest  brand of  crab that  
Sakaiminato has to offer.

　There are other plans that include many local specialties besides crab, 
including but not limited to soft Tottori Wagyu beef, locally grown koshi-hikari 
rice, and squid from Sakiminato.

　They have guest rooms with private outdoor baths, allowing you to take in the 
breathtaking view of the Sea of Japan and rooms with beds. Unwind in the baths 
that use water from a privately-owned hot spring and contains skin beautifying 
components. The tourmaline bath has negative ions and far-infrared qualities, 
helping your mind and body to relax and recover from the stress of daily life.

　Kaike Onsen is a unique resort with hot springs within the Sea of Japan. 
Kasuitei is a Japanese-style inn with a great view of the sea and Mount Daisen, 
the tallest mountain in Chugoku region. Enjoy the great scenery, the great food, 
and the great baths here.

　At Kasuien Minami,  you can enjoy food 
prepared in various ways, included freshly 
caught crab either raw, grilled, or boiled. There 
are also plans that offer abalone steak or 
Shimane Wagyu steak.

　Tamatsukuri is considered the oldest hot 
spr ing in  Japan,  and the water  is  sa id  to  
beautify skin and improve health. There are 
Japanese-style guest rooms with a beautiful 
view of the garden as well as rooms with beds.

　This ryokan has more than 130 years of 
tradition with easy access to Matsue, Izumo 
Taisha, and the Iwami Silver Mine.

　At Ohashi, you can enjoy authentic Japanese 
meals prepared by the head chef ,  named a 
Modern Master by the national government. The 
food differs by the season, and is always made 
to be visually appealing.

　Ohashi was built to showcase the epitome of 
Japanese architecture in Misasa Onsen, the 
leading radium springs in the world. Designated 
as a registered tangible cultural property, they 
offer a unique and special experience.

　The hot springs have the best radium content 
and is said to improve your immune strength and 
natural healing ability. There are large shared 
baths as well as guest rooms with private baths.
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�e �avor & depth of San’ in sake

Taste of San’ in - 
San’ in Nights �e Joy  of San’in in Souvenirs

The following section introduces ways to enjoy the night life in San’ in!

First, let’ s take a look at three sake breweries as the San’ in region has deep roots in 

Japanese rice wine. Although traditional methods are tried-and-true, some are trying 

new things which really shine. There are even spaces to enjoy sake in a standing bar. 

Then, we’ ll take a look at the best product lineups to help you remember the nightlife 

here. Lastly, we’ ll explore recommended spots to check out after sundown!

HOUKI

MATSUE

SAKAI
MINATO

　A long-established brewery from the Edo Era. The climate in San’ in is perfect for making sake, but 
the kurabito, craftsmen of sake brewing, are dedicated to the traditional taste of sake, and their 
passion brings more to the table than good water and good rice.

　Junmai Daiginjo Inata Hime uses yamada nishiki, a sake rice, from contracted farmers and is 
milled down to 38%, offering a modest but refreshing ginjo fragrance that goes well with camembert 
cheese. The name is taken from princess Inata Hime, told of in an ancient Izumo myth.

　IKU’ S is a new line from Inata Honten. IKU’ S SHIRO is an offering with low alcohol content, which 
strikes a balance between acidic and sweet notes while being very smooth.

　There are free tastings in the shop, as well as a flight of three sakes for ¥1,000 (tax incl.). English 
is not a problem and they are a certified duty-free shop that accepts credit payment.

　A brewery tour is also available. However, it must be reserved three days in advance. Reservations 
can be made by a phone call and can be done in English.

　A long-established brewery founded in 1855. The brewing water is drawn from the same water 
source as Jizodaki no Izumi, chosen as one of the 100 Best Water of the Heisei Era, coming from 
150m below ground. The craftsmen make sake with care and precision, using beautiful water and the 
highest quality yamada nishiki (yago mai) rice grown in nearby fields.

　Junmai Daiginjo Yago is the finest sake offering a harmony of elegant fragrance and rounded 
flavor. It can be had at room temperature or enjoyed chilled, giving it a smoother mouthfeel.

　Tokubetsu Junmai Yago offers a refreshing fragrance, a smooth mouthfeel, and is slightly dry. 
There is also Tokubetsu Junmai Goriki, which uses the elusive goriki rice, and Junmai Ginjo Daisen, 
which offers a fruity aroma. These can be purchased from the brewery shop, Bierhof Ganbarius, as 
well as souvenir shops and liquor stores in the prefecture. Bierhof Ganbarius offers a flight of four 
sakes with a junmai daiginjo, junmai ginjo, tokubetsu junmai, and junmai sake.

　A brewery founded in the Edo Era, located in Sakaiminato, also known as the famous Yokai Town. 
Chiyomusubi refers to a never-changing, tight bond and connection with the people. They are very 
progressive in making sake, adopting new ideas while also preserving traditional methods using 
genuine, local ingredients.

　Chiyomusubi Sorah is a new type of sparkling, refined sake. Sorah means “sky,” inspired by the 
climbing sensation towards the clouds when you drink it. This Japanese style champagne can be 
used during toasts or enjoyed during meals on happy or special occasions.

　At the Okasora Honten near JR Sakaiminato Station, you can join a brewery tour (reservation 
required) to take a closer look at the sake-making process and enjoy tastings. Other ways to enjoy 
this long-standing establishment is ordering shochu castella or amazake at the café Saboukuraya. 
Or enjoy Chiyomusubi sake and accompanying sweets at the standing bar Shuzo Kaku-Uchi.

　A liquor store located in Matsue City, Shimane along the Hori River. They have a 
wide selection of local Shimane sakes and sakes from all over Japan. Sake can be 
enjoyed in many different ways whether you like it dry, sweet, crisp, or full-bodied like 
wine.

　At Itamoto, there is a staff member who has been certified as a sommelier and has 
experience waiting at a French restaurant. You can get recommendations based on 
your preferences or food pairings. You can even sample bottles at a reasonable price.

　Sake bottles do not only come in the orthodox 1,800ml size, but there are many sold 
at 720ml as well. It is common for customers to purchase a bottle to enjoy later at the 
hotel. Japanese wine and shochu are also available.

　Right next to it is Tachikyu, a standing bar, where you can casually enjoy foods with 
sake such as locally made jerky, tofu, and cheese. They can even introduce all styles of 
drinking sake, be it cold (reishu), at room temperature (jouon), or hot (atsukan). 
Craft beer and juice are also available.

Kumezakura Brewery
住所：鳥取県西伯郡伯耆町丸山1740-50
Address: 1740-50 Maruyama, Hōki Town, Saihaku District, Tottori Pref.
Hours: 9:00-17:00　
Closed: Irregular (Sat, Sun, and holidays in Jan-Apr) 
URL: http://g-beer.jp/kumezakura/　

Inata Honten
住所：鳥取県米子市夜見町325-16
Address: 325-16 Yomicho, Yonago City, Tottori Pref.
Hours: 9:00-17:00
Closed: Sat, Sun, Holidays
URL: http://www.inata.co.jp/

　　　　　　  0859-29-1108

Chiyo Musubi Brewery
住所：鳥取県境港市大正町131
Address: 131 Taishomachi, Sakaiminato City, Tottori Pref.
Hours: 9:00-17:00 (Shuzo Kaku-Uchi 10:00～21:00)　
Closed: Never
URL: http://www.chiyomusubi.co.jp/index_eng.html　
　　　　　　  0859-42-3191 

Itamoto Sake
住所：島根県松江市末次本町91
Address: 91 Suetsuguhonmachi, Matsue City, Shimane Pref.
Hours: [Store] 11:00-20:30 [Tachikyu] 17:00-20:00
          *Both close at 19:00 on Sun and Holidays　
Closed: Tuesdays
URL: https://www.facebook.com/itamotosaketen/　

SPECIAL GIFT SPECIAL GIFT
Kumezakura products also

available at Ganbarius
Gabarius Intro
…p.4

Enjoy San’ in in Style
at a Standing Bar

Check out Karakoro Hiroba! Details on p.12

English

MAP p.15

MAP p.15

MAP p.15

MAP p.14

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Original Inata Honten Goods!
*One per person per visit

Original Postcard!
*One-time only 

Inata Honten
稲田本店

Kumezakura Brewery
久米桜酒造

Chiyomusubi Brewery
千代むすび酒造

Itamoto Sake
いたもと酒店
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楽

YONAGO

�e �avor & depth of San’ in sake

Taste of San’ in - 
San’ in Nights �e Joy  of San’in in Souvenirs

The following section introduces ways to enjoy the night life in San’ in!

First, let’ s take a look at three sake breweries as the San’ in region has deep roots in 

Japanese rice wine. Although traditional methods are tried-and-true, some are trying 

new things which really shine. There are even spaces to enjoy sake in a standing bar. 

Then, we’ ll take a look at the best product lineups to help you remember the nightlife 

here. Lastly, we’ ll explore recommended spots to check out after sundown!

HOUKI

MATSUE

SAKAI
MINATO

　A long-established brewery from the Edo Era. The climate in San’ in is perfect for making sake, but 
the kurabito, craftsmen of sake brewing, are dedicated to the traditional taste of sake, and their 
passion brings more to the table than good water and good rice.

　Junmai Daiginjo Inata Hime uses yamada nishiki, a sake rice, from contracted farmers and is 
milled down to 38%, offering a modest but refreshing ginjo fragrance that goes well with camembert 
cheese. The name is taken from princess Inata Hime, told of in an ancient Izumo myth.

　IKU’ S is a new line from Inata Honten. IKU’ S SHIRO is an offering with low alcohol content, which 
strikes a balance between acidic and sweet notes while being very smooth.

　There are free tastings in the shop, as well as a flight of three sakes for ¥1,000 (tax incl.). English 
is not a problem and they are a certified duty-free shop that accepts credit payment.

　A brewery tour is also available. However, it must be reserved three days in advance. Reservations 
can be made by a phone call and can be done in English.

　A long-established brewery founded in 1855. The brewing water is drawn from the same water 
source as Jizodaki no Izumi, chosen as one of the 100 Best Water of the Heisei Era, coming from 
150m below ground. The craftsmen make sake with care and precision, using beautiful water and the 
highest quality yamada nishiki (yago mai) rice grown in nearby fields.

　Junmai Daiginjo Yago is the finest sake offering a harmony of elegant fragrance and rounded 
flavor. It can be had at room temperature or enjoyed chilled, giving it a smoother mouthfeel.

　Tokubetsu Junmai Yago offers a refreshing fragrance, a smooth mouthfeel, and is slightly dry. 
There is also Tokubetsu Junmai Goriki, which uses the elusive goriki rice, and Junmai Ginjo Daisen, 
which offers a fruity aroma. These can be purchased from the brewery shop, Bierhof Ganbarius, as 
well as souvenir shops and liquor stores in the prefecture. Bierhof Ganbarius offers a flight of four 
sakes with a junmai daiginjo, junmai ginjo, tokubetsu junmai, and junmai sake.

　A brewery founded in the Edo Era, located in Sakaiminato, also known as the famous Yokai Town. 
Chiyomusubi refers to a never-changing, tight bond and connection with the people. They are very 
progressive in making sake, adopting new ideas while also preserving traditional methods using 
genuine, local ingredients.

　Chiyomusubi Sorah is a new type of sparkling, refined sake. Sorah means “sky,” inspired by the 
climbing sensation towards the clouds when you drink it. This Japanese style champagne can be 
used during toasts or enjoyed during meals on happy or special occasions.

　At the Okasora Honten near JR Sakaiminato Station, you can join a brewery tour (reservation 
required) to take a closer look at the sake-making process and enjoy tastings. Other ways to enjoy 
this long-standing establishment is ordering shochu castella or amazake at the café Saboukuraya. 
Or enjoy Chiyomusubi sake and accompanying sweets at the standing bar Shuzo Kaku-Uchi.

　A liquor store located in Matsue City, Shimane along the Hori River. They have a 
wide selection of local Shimane sakes and sakes from all over Japan. Sake can be 
enjoyed in many different ways whether you like it dry, sweet, crisp, or full-bodied like 
wine.

　At Itamoto, there is a staff member who has been certified as a sommelier and has 
experience waiting at a French restaurant. You can get recommendations based on 
your preferences or food pairings. You can even sample bottles at a reasonable price.

　Sake bottles do not only come in the orthodox 1,800ml size, but there are many sold 
at 720ml as well. It is common for customers to purchase a bottle to enjoy later at the 
hotel. Japanese wine and shochu are also available.

　Right next to it is Tachikyu, a standing bar, where you can casually enjoy foods with 
sake such as locally made jerky, tofu, and cheese. They can even introduce all styles of 
drinking sake, be it cold (reishu), at room temperature (jouon), or hot (atsukan). 
Craft beer and juice are also available.

Kumezakura Brewery
住所：鳥取県西伯郡伯耆町丸山1740-50
Address: 1740-50 Maruyama, Hōki Town, Saihaku District, Tottori Pref.
Hours: 9:00-17:00　
Closed: Irregular (Sat, Sun, and holidays in Jan-Apr) 
URL: http://g-beer.jp/kumezakura/　

Inata Honten
住所：鳥取県米子市夜見町325-16
Address: 325-16 Yomicho, Yonago City, Tottori Pref.
Hours: 9:00-17:00
Closed: Sat, Sun, Holidays
URL: http://www.inata.co.jp/

　　　　　　  0859-29-1108

Chiyo Musubi Brewery
住所：鳥取県境港市大正町131
Address: 131 Taishomachi, Sakaiminato City, Tottori Pref.
Hours: 9:00-17:00 (Shuzo Kaku-Uchi 10:00～21:00)　
Closed: Never
URL: http://www.chiyomusubi.co.jp/index_eng.html　
　　　　　　  0859-42-3191 

Itamoto Sake
住所：島根県松江市末次本町91
Address: 91 Suetsuguhonmachi, Matsue City, Shimane Pref.
Hours: [Store] 11:00-20:30 [Tachikyu] 17:00-20:00
          *Both close at 19:00 on Sun and Holidays　
Closed: Tuesdays
URL: https://www.facebook.com/itamotosaketen/　

SPECIAL GIFT SPECIAL GIFT
Kumezakura products also

available at Ganbarius
Gabarius Intro
…p.4

Enjoy San’ in in Style
at a Standing Bar

Check out Karakoro Hiroba! Details on p.12

English

MAP p.15

MAP p.15

MAP p.15

MAP p.14
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*One-time only 
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OYOGI-USHI GOKUJO CURRY
(by Ichimonjiya)

Genji-maki
(Japanese Sweets: Sanshoudo Honten)

Kagura Masks 
(Iwami Kagura, Kobayashi Kobo)

Oni Charms
(Gungendo, Iwami Ginzan)

Oyoide Umi wo Wataru Ushi (Swimming Cow)

Ichimonjiya
住所：島根県松江市平成町182-9
Address: 182-9 Heiseicho, Matsue City,
              Shimane Pref.
URL：http://www.ichimonjiya.jp/

Manufacturer: SeaLife Co., Ltd.
住所：島根県浜田市原井町907-2
Address: 907-2 Harai Town, 
              Hamada City, Shimane Pref.
URL: http://sealife-hamada.net/

　Chiburijima of the Oki Islands can be found 60km away 
from the mainland of Shimane. With Chibu Village as the 
only village in the prefecture, it is a small island of about 
13.03 km² in area. In 2013, the four main islands of Oki—
Nishino, Nakano, Dogo, and Chiburi—were registered as a 
global geopark.

　There is a very unique custom on Chiburijima. Since the 
Edo Era, cattle herders have had cows swim to nearby 
islands in search of green pastures. These cows that swim 
across the sea are cal led “oyogi-ushi ,” and are even 
mentioned in local poems.

　Oyogi-ushi beef is said to be soft and tender, unique to its variety. Oyogi-Ushi Gokujo Curry is a 
pouch curry that can be simply heated up, and the pouch maintains the highest quality, making it 
the perfect gift while being easy-to-carry. It uses 100% Shimane wagyu beef, acclaimed for its 
quality nationwide. The curry uses many local ingredients, such as salt from Oki, soy sauce from 
Okuizumo, sake from Gotsu, and locally grown vegetables; it has a bittersweet aftertaste.

　Kagura is a traditional performance of music and dancing 
done to entertain the Shinto gods of Japan. Iwami Kagura, 
performed in western Shimane (Iwami region), uses gorgeous 
outf i ts and puts on a magnif icent show, which is highly 
entertaining for the people as well. With deep roots in the 
land, the people are very enthusiastic about it.

　To make the masks, a clay mold is formed, then layers 
upon layers of local Sekishu washi paper are used. The 
clay mold is then broken, and the remaining paper mask is 
colored. The expressions are very detailed and intense. The actual masks used in kagura are called 
maimen, and maimen attached to a board are called kazari-men. Many households in the Iwami 
region have kazari-men as a kind of charm or decoration. Each mask has a different purpose: Ebisu is 
the god of fortune, the ogre is to ward against evil spirits, and Shoki is for peace and prosperity at 
home.

　Kobayashi Kobo also offers maimen in smaller varieties, making them perfect for the car or desks. 
There are also other interior items made of washi paper for the household or to give as gifts.

　In 2007, the Iwami Silver Mine was recognized as a World 
Heritage site. It is located in the Omori area, which has entire 
streets of samurai residences, old magistrate offices, and 
merchant houses from the Edo Era. You will feel l ike you 
traveled several centuries back in time to the old Japan.

　Gungendo can be found on the main street of the Omori 
area. The shop is a reformed merchant’ s house built 170 
years ago with tatami flooring, seasonal displays, and even a 
café where you can enjoy lunch and sweets using local 
ingredients while viewing the inner garden.

　Mimamori Oni, or guarding ogre, is an original Gugendo product designed after onis to fit in the 
palm of your hand, making them very cute. The ogres are handmade from the molding process to the 
coloring at a welfare studio in Goutsu City and comes in five colors: red, blue, yellow, green, and gray. 
The colors represent the five basic desires of humans. Whenever you feel unsettled, you can look at 
your guarding ogre and share your worries with it. This mini ogre can help quiet your mind and soul.

　The town of Tsuwano in Shimane is often called the Little 
Kyoto of San’ in. Sanshoudo has a history of 70 years making 
sweets in this elegant castle town. Here, you can purchase 
genji-maki, a famous and popular treat in Tsuwano.

　Genji-maki is made by toasting a thin layer of sponge cake 
resembling castella until it is golden brown, then filling it with 
a refined, sweet red bean paste. The name comes from the 
ancient full-length novel “The Tale of Genji” in Japanese 
literature. This genji-maki uses the finest adzuki beans from 
Hokkaido, and is made into a smooth paste that is not too 
sweet by Sanshoudo. Japanese flour is used for the outer layer, and the seasoned confectioners use a 
method steeped in tradition to make this sweet. With a fluffy and faintly sweet aroma, this sweet goes 
well with Japanese tea or coffee.

　The store also sells Hokkaido adzuki beans, sake, sake lees, green tea, and Tsuwano gelato, which 
uses Japanese black tea to give it a Japanese twist.

OKI
ISLANDS

SPECIAL GIFT

ODATSUWANO

Little Kyoto in San’ in
A Taste of Tsuwano Tradition


e Joy of 
Authentic Kagura Masks Good Old-Fashioned ShopLegendary Oyogi-ushi Beef

in Pouch Curry

Wonderful Canned Food

ODA

SPECIAL GIFT

Canned Aji, Nodoguro & Karei 
(SeaLife Co., Ltd.)

　Aji (horse mackerel), nodoguro (blackthroat seaperch), and karei (flounder), freshly caught from the 
Hamada Port in Shimane, boiled, and canned. The seasonal fish are carefully selected at a factory near the 
port, and are canned without any additives, retaining the full flavor and nutrients of the fish. These three 
kinds of fish are usually prepared fresh for the best results, so it is not often found in canned form. SeaLife is 
the only company in Japan that has products with all three fish.

　These delicious fish are usually served as raw sashimi or dried, but these premium fish are now available 
in canned form across the country. The only seasoning used is a pinch of local salt. With such little flavoring, 
you can fully taste the fish as if came straight out of the rough Sea of Japan. As a canned good, it is perfect 
for travel and as gifts.

　It tastes great out of the can, but the bones are soft enough to eat, so you can mix into a pasta or melt it on 
some baguette slices with cheese among other assortments! Whether you have it as an appetizer or as a 
snack while drinking, let the Sea of Japan can bless your table and your tummy!

HAMADA

*One per visitor per visit

*For paying customers at SHIMATORI only
*One person per visit

Japanese Sweets: Sanshoudo Honten
住所：島根県鹿足郡津和野町森村ハ19-5
Address: Ha-19-5 Morimura, Tsuwano Town, 
              Kanoashi District, Shimane Pref.
Hours: 8:00-18:00　
Closed: Never
URL: https://sanshodo.net/

Gungendo, Iwami Ginzan
住所：島根県大田市大森町ハ183
Address: Ha-183 Omori Town, Oda City, Shimane Pref.
Hours: 10:00-18:00　
Closed: Wednesdays (open on holidays)
            *Year-end holidays & occasionally closed
URL: https://www.gungendo.co.jp/
        lp/details/001147.php

Manufacturer: Iwami Kagura-men, 
                     Kobayashi Kobo　　
住所：島根県大田市温泉津町小浜イ308-2
Address: I-308-2 Kohama, Yunotsu Town,Oda City, Shimane Pref. 
Hours: 9:00-17:00　
Closed: Irregular
URL: http://www.kobayashi-kobo.jp/

What is SHIMATORI? Details on p.13

Available at
SHIMATORI!

PICK
UP!

The five products to the left are 

available at SHIMATORI (books, 

misc. goods & café) in Yonago 

City, Tottori  unti l  June 2019. 

Moreover, show this free paper 

to  a  s taf f  member and get  a  

special present! Take the time 

and stop by SHIMATORI!

*For illustrative purposes only.

*Sample arrangement

English

SPECIAL GIFT
 (With purchase of ¥500 or more)

*One per customer per visit

Kobayashi Kobo (Oda City), 
SHIMATORI (Yonago City - p.11, 13)

Matsue: Shimaneken Bussan Kankokan, 
JR Matsue Station Shop, 
Naniwa Issui in Matsue Shinjiko Onsen 
Yonago: SHIMATORI (p.11, 13)

Available at:

Available at:

Available at:

SeaLife Online Shop (https://ec-sealife.net/), Hamada 
Station Shimin Salon (Hamada City), Super Kinuya Chain 
(Western Shimane; Hagi City, Yamaguchi), mr.kanso 
Hamada Branch, SHIMATORI (Yonago City - p.11, 13)

MAP p.14
MAP p.14

MAP p.14

↑Must reserve to purchase at the company.
    We recommend the stores to the right.

↑This factory does not have a shop.
    Check the stores to the right.

1 Original Coffee 
(Drip) Pack!

Original 
Shimatori-san
tin badge!

Original Facial Soap

(mini trial size)

およぎ牛極上カレー（合資会社 一文字家） 和菓子処 三松堂 本店

株式会社シーライフ

石見神楽面 小林工房 群言堂 石見銀山本店

Overseas Visitors 
w/ this Pamphlet

Overseas Visitors 
w/ this Pamphlet

by skincare brand

 “MeDu”!   

Overseas Visitors 
w/ this Pamphlet
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OYOGI-USHI GOKUJO CURRY
(by Ichimonjiya)

Genji-maki
(Japanese Sweets: Sanshoudo Honten)

Kagura Masks 
(Iwami Kagura, Kobayashi Kobo)

Oni Charms
(Gungendo, Iwami Ginzan)

Oyoide Umi wo Wataru Ushi (Swimming Cow)

Ichimonjiya
住所：島根県松江市平成町182-9
Address: 182-9 Heiseicho, Matsue City,
              Shimane Pref.
URL：http://www.ichimonjiya.jp/

Manufacturer: SeaLife Co., Ltd.
住所：島根県浜田市原井町907-2
Address: 907-2 Harai Town, 
              Hamada City, Shimane Pref.
URL: http://sealife-hamada.net/

　Chiburijima of the Oki Islands can be found 60km away 
from the mainland of Shimane. With Chibu Village as the 
only village in the prefecture, it is a small island of about 
13.03 km² in area. In 2013, the four main islands of Oki—
Nishino, Nakano, Dogo, and Chiburi—were registered as a 
global geopark.

　There is a very unique custom on Chiburijima. Since the 
Edo Era, cattle herders have had cows swim to nearby 
islands in search of green pastures. These cows that swim 
across the sea are cal led “oyogi-ushi ,” and are even 
mentioned in local poems.

　Oyogi-ushi beef is said to be soft and tender, unique to its variety. Oyogi-Ushi Gokujo Curry is a 
pouch curry that can be simply heated up, and the pouch maintains the highest quality, making it 
the perfect gift while being easy-to-carry. It uses 100% Shimane wagyu beef, acclaimed for its 
quality nationwide. The curry uses many local ingredients, such as salt from Oki, soy sauce from 
Okuizumo, sake from Gotsu, and locally grown vegetables; it has a bittersweet aftertaste.

　Kagura is a traditional performance of music and dancing 
done to entertain the Shinto gods of Japan. Iwami Kagura, 
performed in western Shimane (Iwami region), uses gorgeous 
outf i ts and puts on a magnif icent show, which is highly 
entertaining for the people as well. With deep roots in the 
land, the people are very enthusiastic about it.

　To make the masks, a clay mold is formed, then layers 
upon layers of local Sekishu washi paper are used. The 
clay mold is then broken, and the remaining paper mask is 
colored. The expressions are very detailed and intense. The actual masks used in kagura are called 
maimen, and maimen attached to a board are called kazari-men. Many households in the Iwami 
region have kazari-men as a kind of charm or decoration. Each mask has a different purpose: Ebisu is 
the god of fortune, the ogre is to ward against evil spirits, and Shoki is for peace and prosperity at 
home.

　Kobayashi Kobo also offers maimen in smaller varieties, making them perfect for the car or desks. 
There are also other interior items made of washi paper for the household or to give as gifts.

　In 2007, the Iwami Silver Mine was recognized as a World 
Heritage site. It is located in the Omori area, which has entire 
streets of samurai residences, old magistrate offices, and 
merchant houses from the Edo Era. You will feel l ike you 
traveled several centuries back in time to the old Japan.

　Gungendo can be found on the main street of the Omori 
area. The shop is a reformed merchant’ s house built 170 
years ago with tatami flooring, seasonal displays, and even a 
café where you can enjoy lunch and sweets using local 
ingredients while viewing the inner garden.

　Mimamori Oni, or guarding ogre, is an original Gugendo product designed after onis to fit in the 
palm of your hand, making them very cute. The ogres are handmade from the molding process to the 
coloring at a welfare studio in Goutsu City and comes in five colors: red, blue, yellow, green, and gray. 
The colors represent the five basic desires of humans. Whenever you feel unsettled, you can look at 
your guarding ogre and share your worries with it. This mini ogre can help quiet your mind and soul.

　The town of Tsuwano in Shimane is often called the Little 
Kyoto of San’ in. Sanshoudo has a history of 70 years making 
sweets in this elegant castle town. Here, you can purchase 
genji-maki, a famous and popular treat in Tsuwano.

　Genji-maki is made by toasting a thin layer of sponge cake 
resembling castella until it is golden brown, then filling it with 
a refined, sweet red bean paste. The name comes from the 
ancient full-length novel “The Tale of Genji” in Japanese 
literature. This genji-maki uses the finest adzuki beans from 
Hokkaido, and is made into a smooth paste that is not too 
sweet by Sanshoudo. Japanese flour is used for the outer layer, and the seasoned confectioners use a 
method steeped in tradition to make this sweet. With a fluffy and faintly sweet aroma, this sweet goes 
well with Japanese tea or coffee.

　The store also sells Hokkaido adzuki beans, sake, sake lees, green tea, and Tsuwano gelato, which 
uses Japanese black tea to give it a Japanese twist.

OKI
ISLANDS

SPECIAL GIFT

ODATSUWANO

Little Kyoto in San’ in
A Taste of Tsuwano Tradition


e Joy of 
Authentic Kagura Masks Good Old-Fashioned ShopLegendary Oyogi-ushi Beef

in Pouch Curry

Wonderful Canned Food

ODA

SPECIAL GIFT

Canned Aji, Nodoguro & Karei 
(SeaLife Co., Ltd.)

　Aji (horse mackerel), nodoguro (blackthroat seaperch), and karei (flounder), freshly caught from the 
Hamada Port in Shimane, boiled, and canned. The seasonal fish are carefully selected at a factory near the 
port, and are canned without any additives, retaining the full flavor and nutrients of the fish. These three 
kinds of fish are usually prepared fresh for the best results, so it is not often found in canned form. SeaLife is 
the only company in Japan that has products with all three fish.

　These delicious fish are usually served as raw sashimi or dried, but these premium fish are now available 
in canned form across the country. The only seasoning used is a pinch of local salt. With such little flavoring, 
you can fully taste the fish as if came straight out of the rough Sea of Japan. As a canned good, it is perfect 
for travel and as gifts.

　It tastes great out of the can, but the bones are soft enough to eat, so you can mix into a pasta or melt it on 
some baguette slices with cheese among other assortments! Whether you have it as an appetizer or as a 
snack while drinking, let the Sea of Japan can bless your table and your tummy!

HAMADA

*One per visitor per visit

*For paying customers at SHIMATORI only
*One person per visit

Japanese Sweets: Sanshoudo Honten
住所：島根県鹿足郡津和野町森村ハ19-5
Address: Ha-19-5 Morimura, Tsuwano Town, 
              Kanoashi District, Shimane Pref.
Hours: 8:00-18:00　
Closed: Never
URL: https://sanshodo.net/

Gungendo, Iwami Ginzan
住所：島根県大田市大森町ハ183
Address: Ha-183 Omori Town, Oda City, Shimane Pref.
Hours: 10:00-18:00　
Closed: Wednesdays (open on holidays)
            *Year-end holidays & occasionally closed
URL: https://www.gungendo.co.jp/
        lp/details/001147.php

Manufacturer: Iwami Kagura-men, 
                     Kobayashi Kobo　　
住所：島根県大田市温泉津町小浜イ308-2
Address: I-308-2 Kohama, Yunotsu Town,Oda City, Shimane Pref. 
Hours: 9:00-17:00　
Closed: Irregular
URL: http://www.kobayashi-kobo.jp/
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*For illustrative purposes only.
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Yonago: SHIMATORI (p.11, 13)
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Available at:
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SeaLife Online Shop (https://ec-sealife.net/), Hamada 
Station Shimin Salon (Hamada City), Super Kinuya Chain 
(Western Shimane; Hagi City, Yamaguchi), mr.kanso 
Hamada Branch, SHIMATORI (Yonago City - p.11, 13)
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Karakoro Hiroba – Kyomise Arcade
　When the curtain of night envelops the water city of Matsue, a soft light wraps around a certain place. Its 
appearance is different from daylight, and welcomes visitors with a sense of familiarity.

　The Kyomise Arcade is located in the middle of Matsue’ s city center, just 10 minutes by foot from the 
national treasure Matsue Castle. At night, street lamps light up with a soft glow, giving passersby a chance to 
take in the charm of the area.

　 In the middle of this arcade is Karakoro Hiroba, a gathering spot for people strolling in the area and 
distinguishable by its Japanese umbrella-like roof. It is also the dock for the Horikawa Sightseeing Boat. Many 
people use this space because it is open to everyone.

　The name Karakoro comes from the beginning of a book written by a famous author from Greece who came 
to Japan in the Meiji Era named Lafcadio Hearn, also known as Yakumo Koizumi. He states that the sound of 
geta sandals crossing a wooden bridge makes the sound karakoro.

　There are many delightful looking shops nearby. There is a café with Japanese sweets and macha, a shop 
that serves soba and sake, and even an authentic Italian bar, making every visit exciting and worthwhile. On 
p.9 we introduced Itamoto Saketen, which is also in the area. Many of the shops have English speaking staff, 
and the arcade pamphlet has been translated into various languages for your convenience.

　On the other side of the river is a multi-purpose facility with the shared name Karakoro Kobo. Within this 
retro style building you can find miscellaneous goods and even a shop that lets you experience wearing 
kimonos. Karakoro Kobo is open during the day, so it’ s ideal to check that out first before heading over to 
Karakoro Hiroba for an evening stroll.

　Both Karakoro Kobo and Karakoro Hiroba actively participate in special holiday or seasonal events, so they 
are worth checking out during those times too.

MATSUE SHIMATORI in YonagoYONAGO

Seian+YONAGO

SPECIAL GIFT

　Seian Plus is a lifestyle shop with the concept fashion that isn’ t too trendy. There 
are five Imai Bookstores in the San’ in region, spread across Tottori, Yonago, Matsue, and 
Izumo. In order to retain customer loyalty, they have collaborated with the popular brand 
Kamawanu to offer original handkerchiefs, which are a hot item. You may enjoy just 
window-shopping here, too.

　SHIMATORI opened in April 2018 in Hon no Gakko in Yonago City, Tottori. It is a lifestyle 
shop that combines books, miscellaneous goods, and a café. The concept is based on a 
“novel” lifestyle. The message they try to convey is the fulfillment even one person can get 
by enriching their lives with books.

　Here, you can sit down with a book you purchased and a cup of coffee and marvel at the 
menu inspired by famous Japanese books.

　There are even alcoholic drinks sold at the shop, so you can kick back in the evening, too.

　Besides books, you can find select San’ in products, miscellaneous goods, and themed 
goods based on their original character Shimatori-san. Anyone who visits will have a great 
time.

Day or Night Stroll Spot Enjoy Books, Misc 
Goods & Café at Night

Stunning Night　   Life in San’in.

SHIMATORI in Yonago
住所：鳥取県米子市新開2-3-10 本の学校内
Address: 2-3-10 Shinkai, Yonago City, Tottori Pref. (In Hon no Gakko)
Hours: [Café] 9:00-21:00 (L.O. 20:30)　[Shop] 9:00-22:00
Closed: Never
URL: www.shimatori.net

Seian+
住所：〈錦町店〉鳥取県米子市錦町３-90
Address: [Nishiki Store] 3-90 Nishiki Town, Yonago City, Tottori Pref.
              *Check addresses of other locations on the following
URL: www.imaibooks.co.jp/seian/　　　　　　

Karakoro Hiroba [Kyomise Arcade] 

Address: 110 Suetsuguhonmachi,   
              Matsue City, Shimane Pref.
http://www.mable.ne.jp/~kyo-mise/

Karakoro Kobo
http://www.karakoro-kobo.com/

B. Japanese Tea Café SCARAB BETTEI
    日本茶カフェ スカラベ別邸

A café by the Japanese tea manufacturer Senchasoh. 
Everything from the drinks to the sweets that use 
Japanese tea are top notch.

Closed: Mondays (Open on holidays)
Hours: 9:00-19:00　
http://www.senchasoh.jp/170.html

C. Soba YUUZAN　
    そば遊山

Handmade soba with aromat ic mi l ls tones,  
junmai sake, and seasonal foods. Everything a 
soba-mae set should have!

Closed: Sundays, 2nd & 4th Mondays
Hours: [Mon-Thu] 18:00-23:00
          [Fri-Sat] 18:00-24:00　
http://sobayuzan.com/

Free Mini Dessert Set!
*Actual product may vary　*One per person per visit
*For eat-in customers at SHIMATORI only　*Show this when ordering

D. Izakaya KUMAKICHI　
     居酒屋 くま吉

A vast menu with 120 items. Enjoy a little bit of 
everything.

Closed: Sundays
Hours: [Weekdays, Sat, Holidays, Day before holiday] 
          Dinner: 17:30-22:30 (L.O.22:00)

E. Dining Cello
     Dining Cello

Western style food with big portions using local 
ingredients by a chef who has been trained in 
both Germany and Japan.

Closed: Mondays
Hours: [Tues-Sun, Holidays] 11:30-15:00 (L.O.14:30)
           [Tues-Thu, Sun, Holidays] 18:00-25:00 (L.O.24:00)
          [Fri-Sat, Before Holidays] 18:00-26:00 (L.O.25:00)

F. Matsue Café TSUKIGASE　
     松江月ヶ瀬

Offers a popular Japanese tea and dumpling 
set. We recommend the ramen, made with a 
genuine broth from fish and shellfish.

Closed: Irregular
Hours: 10:00-18:30 (L.O.18:00)
https://www.matuetukigase.net/

A. Izakaya SAKAYA in Karakoro Hiroba
     居酒屋 佐香や カラコロ広場店

Located right in front of Karakoro Hiroba, enjoy 
seasonal fish and local sakes at reasonable 
prices.

Closed: Never
Hours: 17:00-Midnight
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Cashless Payment
Accepted

Cashless

SHIMATORI 米子店

青杏＋

カラコロ広場、京店商店街
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Karakoro Hiroba – Kyomise Arcade
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by enriching their lives with books.

　Here, you can sit down with a book you purchased and a cup of coffee and marvel at the 
menu inspired by famous Japanese books.

　There are even alcoholic drinks sold at the shop, so you can kick back in the evening, too.
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Easy access makes traveling so much more enjoyable.
The four airports in San’ in̶Tottori, Yonago, Izumo, and Hagi Iwami̶are spread out to make all 
areas accessible. We’ ve indicated all the establishments covered in this issue so you can use 
these maps as a reference. The QR code will take you to Google maps.

Ichibata Electric Railway

Ichibata Electric Railway

Easy access to each area 
from airports
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楽々
Easy access makes traveling so much more enjoyable.
The four airports in San’ in̶Tottori, Yonago, Izumo, and Hagi Iwami̶are spread out to make all 
areas accessible. We’ ve indicated all the establishments covered in this issue so you can use 
these maps as a reference. The QR code will take you to Google maps.

Ichibata Electric Railway

Ichibata Electric Railway

Easy access to each area 
from airports
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San'in Tourism Organization
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　「楽」 means “joy” in Japanese. It could also mean 

comfortable, relaxing, or to “play music” . Without a 

doubt, you will enjoy everything it encompasses.

　The contents of this issue will cover seasonal 
delights  and meeting people in the san’ in 
region. We hope you can appreciate the foods of the 

San’ in region,  as wel l  as meet  many k ind and 

friendly locals.

　「楽」 means “joy” in Japanese. It could also mean 

comfortable, relaxing, or to “play music” . Without a 

doubt, you will enjoy everything it encompasses.

　The contents of this issue will cover seasonal 
delights  and meeting people in the san’ in 
region. We hope you can appreciate the foods of the 

San’ in region,  as wel l  as meet  many k ind and 

friendly locals.

CONTENTS

Seasonal Delights &
 the People of San’in
Top San’in Gourmet Picks!

Recommended Gifts & Souvenirs

Stunning Night Life in San’in.

Shabu Shabu: Takumi Kappo, Tottori City / Soba: Tanakaya, Izumo; Yamagata Soba, Okuizumo /  

Beer: Ganbarius, Daisen / Ramen: Kamitoku, Kotoura / Sushi: Tairyomaru, Sakaiminato / Yakiniku: Kyoshotei, Yonago /

Italian: Al Mare, Iwami / Mochi-Shabu: Seisuian, Kurayoshi / 

Hot Spring & Crab: Kasuitei, Yonago; Kasuien Minami, Matsue; Ryokan Ohashi, Misasa /

Japanese Sake: Inata Honten, Yonago; Kumezakura Shuzo, Hōki; Chiyo Musubi, Sakiminato / 

Tachi-Nomi (Standing Bar): Itamoto Sake, Matsue / Curry Pack: Ichimonjiya, Matsue /

Confectionary: Sanshodou, Tsuwano / Kagura Masks: Kobayashi Kobo, Oda / Canned Goods: SeaLife, Hamada

City Walking: Karakoro Hiroba, Matsue; SHIMATORI, Yonago; Seian Plus, Yonago
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Matsue Kimono Rental
Horikawa Komachi
★Rental kimono/yukata

Matsue
City

Matsue
City

Kurayoshi
City

Tottori
City

Sakai-
minato
City

Yasugi
City 

→ ¥3,240¥4,320 

Akagawara Shop #6 
Kuwata Soy Sauce Brewery 
★with purchase over 1,000yen

5%off

Geocoms 
★for1h

→¥1,000¥2,000 

Saiundo Main Store 
★matcha set

100 yen discount
[￥540（tax included）…￥432（tax included）]

Maguro Ramen Honpo Taiyoken 
★Hon-maguro Ramen（Up to 4 persons）

→ ¥818¥918 
★Whole crab ramen（Up to 4 persons）

→ ¥1,196¥1,296 

Saginoyu-so
★Hot spring spa

→ ¥500¥700

※The lineup of facilities and content of 
　discounts is subject to change

Examples of facilities where the coupon is usable More and more facilities are joining the discount service!

Uradome Coast

””Trip Around the Islands”” 

Sightseeing Pleasure Boat 

Tottori Prefectual Flower Park 
Watanabe Museum of Art

Nima Sand Museum 
Adachi Museum Of ArtIzumo Museum 

of  Quilt Art 

Matsue Vogel Park Matue Castle&

Horikawa Sightseeing Boat Yuushien Garden  Tottori Nijisseiki Pear Museum

(Tottori 20th Century Pear Museum)

Bicycle rentals are also free with this pass!
Matsue Horikawa Loccal Beer Hall / Izumo Tourism Association

/ COCORETO Daikon Island  

4F 311 Suehiro-cho Yonago City, Tottori, 683-0043, Japan
Phone +81-859-21-1502 Fax +81-859-21-1524

FOR MORE
INFORMATION https://sanin-japan.com/San'in Tourism Organization

1-day Pass
for 24h

¥2,000
¥1,000

Price ¥4,000Price

Child(6-11years old) ¥2,000Child(6-11years old)

3-day Pass
for 72h

Download the application
Free coupon, map of San'in Region, route search service, 

and information on tourist facilities available

Lower 
price!

Visit San'in Tourist PassVisit San'in Tourist Pass

46 facilities and more!

http://visit-touristpass.jp/sanin/For
details

※Available for purchase at each outlet
For information about the outlets and the tourist facilities, please visit the webpage: http://visit-touristpass.jp/sanin/

Download "San'in Tourist Pass " through the app  and enjoy convenient journey at lower prices!

More and more facilities are joining the discount service! For the latest information, please visit the webpage: 
http://visit-touristpass.jp/sanin/ For purchase and inquires：JTB Corp.  sanin@jga.co.jp（It may take time to respond to the inquiries） As of December 15, 2018

When you purchase Attraction Pass, 
you can enter the following 

paid tourist facilities.

you can enter as many tourist  
facilities as you want 

in San'in Region (Tottori and Shimane)!!

Buy Attraction Pass through the app 
"Visit San'in Tourist Pass," and 

Choose and 
purchase 

Attraction Pass!!


